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Ab initio calculations are carried out on protonation equilibria of 5-membered heteroaromatic aldehydes 
(5MHAs; heteroatom Y = NH, O, PH, and S and substituent Z = NH2, OCH3, SCH3, CH3, H, Cl, CHO, CN, 
NO2) at the MP2/6-31G* level. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses show that the optimal localized natural 
Lewis structures of the protonated aldehydes, (P), are ortho (C3) protonated (for Y = O, PH and S) and N-pro- 
tonated (for Y = NH) forms in contrast to the standard structural Lewis formula for aldehydes, (R). The delo
calizability of n lone-pair on the heteroatom (n^(Y)) is in the order Y = NH > O > S > PH. The transmission 
efficiency of (Z) substituent effects to the carbonyl moiety run parallel to the delocalizability of n^(Y) for R, 
but is dominantly influenced by the cationic charge on Ca (C/) for P, which is in the reverse order of the de
localizability of nn(Y). The Hammett p values for variation of Z in the protonation are determined by the dif
ference in the transmission efficiencies between P and R states so that simple interpretation of their magnitude 
is not warranted. However, the magnitude of the gas-phase pz values decreases as the level of computation is 
mised from RHF/3-21G* to RHF/6-31G* and to MP2/6-31G* but increases again at the MP4SDQ/6-31G* level. 
Further decrease occurs when solvent effect (water) is accounted for by the SCRF method. Comparison of the 
SCRF pz values with those determined in the aqueous acid solution for Y = S and CHCH shows inadequacy 
of accounting for the solvent effects on the p values by a continuum model. It is noteworthy that semiempirical 
calculations, especially the AM1 method, give even lower magnitude of the gas-phase p values.

Introduction

Reactivities as well as physical properties of a heteroaro
matic ring derivative depend strongly on the nature and conju- 
gative ability of the heteroatom (Y). For the 5-membered 
heteroaromatics, I [pyrrole (Y = NH), furan (Y = O), phos
phole (Y = PH) and thiophene (Y = S)], the transmission of 5- 
substituent effects to a probe or a reaction center at C2 thus 
depends on the availability of lone-pair n electrons for 2,5-con- 
jugation. The 2,5-positions are at para to each other and the

para substituent constants, Gp (or op+), have been used.1 Litera
ture survey shows variety of orders for reactivity and physical 
properties between the 5-membered heteroaromatics. The elec
tronegativity of heteroatoms increases as S < N < O and 
accordingly conjugation energy (kcal mol-1) has been found to 
decrease in the order Y = S (28.7) > NH (21.2) > O (15.7).2 
Delocalization of the lone-pair electrons away from the het
eroatom may be inferred from the dipole moment decrease 
(AD = Darom. - Dsatd.) from their saturated counterparts; the net 
dipole moment of furan (AD = -1.03) and thiophene (AD = 
-1.39) is reduced whereas in pyrrole (AD = +0.23) it is actually
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reversed from its nonaromatic counterparts as a results of delo
calization of n lone-pair electrons.3 On the other hand, electro
philic substitution at C2 (or C5) of I occurs much more readily 
compared to benzene, e.g. estimated bromination rates relative 
to benzene are Y = S (5x109) < O (6X1011) < NH (3x1018).4a

In the studies of the transmission of substituent effects, a 
knowledge of substituent (Z)-ring probe (at C2) interactions is of 
great importance. The carbonyl moiety is one of the most com
monly used and versatile probes for studying such interactions.1c,5

Carbocations are involved as intermediates in many types of 
organic reactions, e.g., rearrangement, elimination and substi
tution reactions.6 Carbocations are particularly susceptible to 
substituent effects because of their electron deficient nature.7

In this work, we investigated the transmission of substitu
ent effects involved in the protonation equilibria of 5-mem
bered heteroaromatic aldehydes (5MHAs) theoretically (eq 
1). Our aims in this work are to clarify the origins for the 
various orders observed in reactivity and physical properties 

(Y = NH, O, PH, S, CHCH{ Z = NH2, OCH3, CH3, H, Cl, CHO, CN, NO2

(1)

of the 5-membered heteroaromatics, I, noted above, and to 
examine transmission efficiency of substituent effects 
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through the rings of the 5MHAs (R) and their protonated 
forms, P5MHAs (P), and also that involved in the protona
tion equilibria of 5MHAs by determining theoretical Ham
mett p values. The former two transmission efficiencies are 
the stationary state properties while the latter is a reaction (or 
activation) parameter. Various MO theoretical methods are 
used in evaluating the p values to examine basis set depen
dence of p, but all analysis involving MOs and structures 
were carried out using the ab initio results at the MP2/6- 
31G*//MP2/6-31G* level of theory.8

Computations

All structures were fully optimized at the RHF/3-21G*, 
RHF/6-31G*, and MP2/6-31G* levels8 and vibrational fre
quency analyses were performed to confirm stationary states 
at the RHF/3-21G* and RHF/6-31G* levels for all Zs and
MP2/6-31G* level for Z = H. The Hammett p values were 
also determined by the AM19 and PM310 semiempirical
methods, by single point calculations at the MP4SDQ level8 
using the MP2 optimized geometries (MP4SDQ/6-31G*//
MP2/6-31G*) and also by the density functional theory 
(DFT).11 The DFT calculations used the Becke hybrid func
tional (at the B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G* level) as im
plemented in the Gaussian 94 programs.12 Natural bond 
orbital (NBO)13 calculations were carried out using NBO 4.0 
interfaced to Gaussian 94.12 Since in this work we are deal
ing with the aromatic systems, the (n) lone-pair n, n and n 
orbitals are used in our NBO analyses.

Results and Discussion

A. Stationary State Properties. The carbonyl oxygen 
and heteroatom Y have syn arrangement with one exception 
of Y = O for which anti conformers are preferred for both 
5MHA (R) and P5MHA (P) due to relatively strong electro
static repulsion between the two oxygen atoms.14 Moreover 
heavy atom framework in all the 5MHAs (R) and P5MHAs 
(P) have planar structures excepting for Y = PH which has a 
considerable degree of pyramidal structure (H atom on PH is 
out of plane by 72.4o). Since the lone-pair, n and n orbitals 
are all orthogonal to the core o-framework, by symmetry 
c t n or n t o* interactions are strictly zero, and n T n 
type interactions only are considered to significantly contrib
ute to the n delocalization in the NBO analysis.

A-1. Natur지 Bond Orbital Analysis.13 An SCF canon
ical MO (CMO) is expressed as linear combinations of 
atomic orbitals (LCAO), whereas a natural localized MO 
(NLMO) is formed by linear combinations of bond orbitals 
(LCBO). In natural bond orbital analysis the input basis set 
is transformed into various localized basis sets, natural 
atomic orbitals (NAOs), natural hybrid orbitals (NHOs), nat
ural bond orbital (NBOs) and NLMOs. With the density 
matrix transformed to the NAO basis, the NBO program 
searches for an optimal natural Lewis structure which has 
the total occupancy of its occupied NBOs exceeding 99% of 
the total electron density for ordinary molecules, and in gen

eral agrees with the pattern of bonds and lone pairs of the 
chemists standard structural Lewis formula. The diagonal 
elements of the Fock matrix in an NBO representation repre
sent the energies of localized bonds (o, n), antibonds (o*, n*) 
and lone-pairs (n). Off-diagonal elements connecting the 
two blocks (ro*) represent the bond-antibond, lone-pair- 
antibond and normally negligibly small antibond-antibond 
interactions. These types of bond-antibond (o T o*, n t o*, 
n T n or n t n*) mixing of filled and unfilled bond orbitals 
lead to partial breakdown of the strictly localized Lewis 
structure picture. The corrections to the Lewis-type structure 
are usually small enough to be well approximated by simple 
second-order perturbative expressions, eq 2, where F is the 
Fork operator and & and &尹 are NBO orbital energies. It has 
been shown that the second-order delocalization (or charge 
transfer, eq. 2) is dominated by first-neighbor vicinal interac- 
tions.15 The second-(and third-) neighbor as well as inner- 
shell delocalizations are small.

心 = -2쯔岑

J：* ^(7
(2)

The NBO analysis is especially useful for predicting bond
ing changes involved in a first-neighbor vicinal n T n (e.g. 
兀12 T n34*) interaction; such an interaction leads to removal 
of electron density from a bonding n MO to an antibonding 
n MO, which will tend to break the two n bonds involved 
(兀12 and n4) and form a new central n bond in between the 
two vicinal n bonds (处3) provided the interaction is strong.15 
It has been found that there is roughly a proportionality of 
one between the quantity of charge transferred into an orbital 
and the energy stabilization (in atomic unit) associated with 
the transfer.13b Therefore, a charge transfer of 0.10 e will 
have an associated charge transfer energy of ca. 60 kcal 
mol-1, which should approximately correspond to or some
what greater than a n bond energy (40-60 kcal mol-1 ).4b

The NBO analyses applied to our 5MHAs (R) gave in 
all cases the optimal localized natural Lewis structures in 
Figure 1 which agree with the standard structural Lewis for
mula. The NBO Lewis structures for the protonated 5MHAs 
(P5MHAs) were, however, of rather unexpected forms (Fig
ure 1). They are ortho polarized (positive charge on C3) 
forms; for Y = NH the positive charge is on the nitrogen 
atom (occupancy of nN is zero).

The energy and occupancies of the lone-pair (n), n and n 
NBOs are summarized in Table S1 (Supplementary Materi
als) together with the first-neighbor vicinal delocalization 
energies by the form of eq. 2. The overall frontier NBO level 
diagram is shown in Figure 2. We note that the lone-pair (n) 
level is the highest for Y = S (S > N > O > P), but the n- n 
energy gaps are the smallest for Y = NH. These two, the 
higher n level and narrower △& (= &* - &), are important for 
stronger first-neighbor vicinal charge transfer stabilization of 
the type given by eq. 2.

The delocalization effects due to n - n and/or n- n inter
actions in the 5MHAs (R) play a highly important role rep
resenting the departures from the strictly localized natural 
Lewis structure (Figure 1) to the secondary structures13
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Figure 1. Optimal localized natural Lewis structures for 5MHAs 
(R) and P5MHAs (P).

Figure 2. Frontier NBO levels (MP2/6-31G*). The lower half 
represents bonding orbitals, n, nCo,兀23,兀45 and &?, and the upper 
half represents antibonding orbitals, n co, n 23, n 45 and n 67. The n 
level is the highest for Y = S, whereas the energy gaps, 區- &* - 
琮,are the narrowest with Y = NH among the 5MHAs.

shown in Figure 3. The departure from the Lewis structure is 
in general very large: the n - n and/or n - n charge transfer 
interaction amounts over 0.20 e (Table S1, Supplementary 
Materials) which will lead to over ca. 120 kcal mol-1 13b in 
magnitude in many 5MHAs (decreasing in the order, Y - 
NH > S > O > PH). In this connection, it is to be noted that 
for benzene the amount of n - n charge transfer out of each 
n bond that is needed to convert from one resonance struc
ture to the other is 0.33 e. 13b This n* occupancy for forming 
the alternative resonance structure is almost satisfied for 
benzaldehyde (Y = CHCH) with n23* (0.37 e), 7如* (0.31 e) 
and n67* (0.28 e). Of the two possible zwitterionic delocal
ized forms, ortho- and para-polarized, the latter form should 
be preferred because in this form opposite charges created 
are farther apart with a longer chain of dipolar resonance 
structure as represented schematically below each secondary 
structure using a hexatrienyl chain. Thus the secondary 
Lewis structure due to the second-order charge transfer in R 
will lead mainly to para-polarized form. Such para polarized 
zwitterion formation due to through-conjugation (or 2,5-

Figure 3. Primary and Secondary Natural Lewis Structures of 
5MHAs (R) and their protonated forms, PMHAs (P).

conjugation in I) of an electron-donating substituent is 
indeed a well-recognized resonance effect within aromatic 
carbonyl compounds.1c,5b,e

Upon protonation of the 5MHAs, depending on the delo
calizability of the n lone-pair, electrons on the heteroatom Y, 
nn(Y), toward the cationic center, Ca (vide inf®, two local
ized natural Lewis structures are formed: n^(NH) has the 
strongest delocalizability and almost complete delocaliza
tion takes place (resulting in the N+ form) leaving very weak 
charge on Ca. The delocalization of n^(Y) causes to form 
C+rtho structures for Y = O, PH and S. This preference of the 
C+rtho form is consistent with the elementary MO theory pre
diction of the central positive charge as illustrated in Figure 
3 using a pentadienyl cation chain.16 The optimal natural 
Lewis structures for the P5MHAs (P) are therefore of the 
two types (Figure 1). Here again, the n* occupancies are in 
general large with over 0.20 e, associated stabilization ener
gies of ca. 120 kcal mol-1, 13b in most cases (the order of 
decreasing n* occupancy is the same as that for R). This 
means that for P also the departure from the localized natural 
Lewis structure (Figure 1) should be large.

A-2. Geometries and Charges. The MP2/6-31G* re
sults of relevant bond lengths are summarized in Table 1. In 
both R (weakly para polarized) and P (strongly ortho polar
ized) forms, dCO is stretched while d12 is contracted. These 
geometry changes depend on facility of charge delocaliza
tion in the ring which in turn is dependent on the delocaliz
ability of the n lone-pair on Y. As expected from the stronger 
delocalization effect due to the full positive charge in P, the 
geometrical changes in the P forms are much greater than 
those in the R forms; dco is longer by ca. 0.02 A whereas d12 

is shorter by ca. 0.07 A in P than in R. In all cases, dco is the 
longest and d12 is the shortest for Y - NH while exactly the
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Table 1. Bond Lengths for 5 MHAs. (Z = H, in A) 

H*。

z

NH O PH S CHCH
R L2358 i.2292 i.23i0 i.2298 i.2273

&o P i.3i83 i.3048 i.309i i.3076 i.2984
△d 0.0825 0.0756 0.078i 0.0778 0.07ii
R i.4469 i.4575 i.459i i.4586 i.4797

di2 P i.373i i.382i i.3833 i.3824 i.4028
△d -0.0738 -0.0754 -0.0758 -0.076i -0.0769
R i.4079 i.4i74 i.4427 i.4ii3 i.3952

d34 P i.3806 i.39i5 i.4iii i.3869 i.3874
△d -0.0273 -0.0259 -0.03i6 -0.0244 -0.0078

opposite holds fOr Y = CHCH, which should reflect the 
strongest and weakest delocalizations of Y = NH and 
CHCH, respectively.

For both R and P, the delocalized structures are either C+ara 

or C+rtho in which d^ is a double bond. A satisfactory mea
sure of the total delocalizability of n lone-pair electrons of 
the heteroatom Y (n^(Y)) due to C+ara and C+rtho forms may 
therefore be provided by the extent of di2 contraction for a 
fixed substituent Z (= H), i.e., the shorter the di2, the stronger 
is the total delocalizability of n^(Y) from the ring. The total 
resonance electron delocalization effect of Y according to 
the contraction of di2 (-di2)decreases in the order NH > O > 
S > PH for both R and P. Despite the different site of polar
ization in the natural Lewis structures, the agreement in the 
two orders is good. This is reasonable since the only differ
ence between R and P is that in the latter there is a strong 
positive charge on Ca so that resonance delocalization will 
be so much stronger proportionately for different Y. The 
electrophilic reactivity order ( NH > O > S >> CHCH ) of 5
membered heteroaromatic rings quoted4 in the Introduction 
can be ascribed to the decreasing order of total resonance 
delocalization of n^(Y).

The double bond character (measured by the extent of 
contraction) of d34 (-d34)in the R and P states have different 
origin, from that of di2. The d34 double bond is obtained only 
in the para delocalized form, C+para, whereas the di2 double 
bond is in both C+para and C+ortho. The double bond character of 
d34 is now in the order NH > S > O > PH, which is different 
from that of di2.

In contrast to di2 contraction due to both the C+para and 
C+ortho forms, Y = S exhibits a greater para delocalizability 
due only to the C+ara form within the ring than Y = O. This 
should be a manifestation of the effect of higher lone-pair 
level of S (-8.8 eV) than O (-i3.3 eV) (Figure 2) leading to a 
greater charge-transfer-energy lowering due to a smaller 
energy gap, \n = £n* - &, in the strong first-neighbor vicinal 
nn(Y) — pz(C5) delocalization in the para polarized form, 
where such charge transfer stabilizations have a greater 
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effect than those involving n located outside of the ring 
(e.g. ni2* in the C+rtho form ). Since charge transfer of n is 
also dependent on the matrix element, <n | F | n*>, the d34 

bond is the shortest, i.e., the delocalization of n is the great
est with Y = NH albeit the energy level of nitrogen lone-pair 
(-9.4 eV) is lower than that for sulfur; S being a second row 
element, the 2pn - 3pn overlap will be smaller and hence the 
matrix element will be smaller for Y = S." The extent of d34 

contraction therefore depends strongly on the para-delocaliz
ability of n^(Y) and should be the origin of dipole moment 
decrease evidenced on going from nonaromatic to aromatic 
5-membered heterocycles3 noted in the Introduction. Thus 
the contraction, i.e., double bond character, of di2 depends 
on the total, ortho and para, delocalizability whereas the con
traction of d34 depends only on the para delocalizability 
as the optimal localized natural Lewis structures reveal (Fig
ure 3).

It has been shown that natural population analysis (NPA) 
provides a more realistic and stable measure for comparing 
electron distributions in different systems and should be pre
ferred to the traditional Mulliken population analysis (MPA) 
for this purpose.i3,i8 We have shown in Table 2 NBO charges 
of relevant atoms and the ring. We note that charges in the P 
states are greater in all cases than those corresponding 
charges in the R states by ca. 0.i e on O (more negative), C3 
and C5 (less negative), and ca. 0.4 e (more positive) on the 
ring. A greater delocalization of n^(Y) should lead to a 
weaker positive charge on Ci (Ca) and greater positive 
charges on C3, C5 and ring. In fact the order of decreasing 
positive charge on Ci (Ca) PH > S > O > NH agrees with 
that of the increasing total delocalizability of n^(Y) PH < S < 
O < NH. We note that positive charge on the para position, 
C5, is the strongest in both R and P forms for Y = O indicat
ing that Y = O has the strongest para-delocalizabilicity of the 
C+a charge through the ring.

A-3 Transmission of Substitution Effects. The above 
NBO analysis indicates that the effects of Y and substituent

Table 2. NBO Charges for 5MHAs (Z = H, in electron unit)

NH O PH S CHCH
Ci R 0.339 0.328 0.352 0.35i 0.376

P 0.337 0.352 0.378 0.372 0.437
Aq -0.002 0.024 0.026 0.02i 0.06i

O R -0.532 -0.494 -0.497 -0.499 -0.495
P -0.63i -0.592 -0.598 -0.598 -0.577

Aq -0.099 -0.098 -0.i0i -0.099 -0.082
C3 R -0.273 -0.273 -0.206 -0.244 -0.2i3

P -0.i86 -0.i75 -0.098 -0.i62 -0.i46
Aq 0.087 0.098 0.i08 0.082 0.067

C5 R -0.050 0.i07 -0.534 -0.445 -0.223
P 0.088 0.240 -0.446 -0.362 -0.i3i

Aq 0.i38 0.i33 0.088 0.083 0.092
Ring R 0.034 0.006 -0.007 -0.00i -0.026

P 0.495 0.432 0.430 0.354 0.349
Aq 0.46i 0.426 0.437 0.355 0.375
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Z at para position (C5) will be transmitted directly to the car
bonyl carbon and are manifested in a form of bond length 
contraction of d12. We have therefore plotted di2 against op+ 
of substituent Z19 at C5 and susceptibility parameter, S, was 
derived from the slope (eq. 3) as a measure of the transmis
sion efficiency of para substituents in the R as well as in the 
P states.

浏12 = Sap ⑶

We have also carried out similar analyses using dual sub
stituent parameters (DSP),19 eq. 4, where F and R represent 
field and resonance substituent constants and f and rd the 
susceptibility constants for F and R, respectively.20 The 
results of S and rd for R and P are collected in Table 3. The 
magnitude of S and rd should provide a measure of transmis
sion efficiency of substituent effects. Although the magni
tude of S is considerably greater than that of rd, the 
magnitude of S and rd is seen to vary in parallel implying 
that the total susceptibility constant S is predominantly influ
enced by the resonance constant, rd.

Sd12 = fF + rdR (4)

For the 5MHAs (R), both S and rd decrease in the order 
NH > O > S > PH. This order is the same as that of the order 
of delocalizability of n^(Y) determined for R using the 
extent of d12 bond contraction; thus susceptibility (S or rd) of 
the carbonyl moiety to the effect of substituent Z at the para 
position in R run parallel to the total delocalizability of 
nn(Y), i.e., the greater the delocalizability of n^(Y), the stron
ger is the transmission efficiency of substituent effect from 
the para position (C5) toward Ca. The transmission of the 
para substituent effect should, however, be strongly depen
dent on the para delocalizability through the ring since the 
polarization places positive charge on the para position. In 
the R form the para-polarized form is predominant so that 
the total delocalizability is in fact dependent on the para 
delocalizability. In general the transmission of substituent 
effects is less efficient for the 5MHAs with Y = second-row 
element than those with Y = first-row element, and is the 
lowest with benzaldehyde (Y = CHCH). This trend is a con
sequence of the lower degree of 2pn-3pn overlap for the 
second-row element and the longer chain involved with Y = 
CHCH.

In the protonated forms, P, the cationic charge on Ca can 
be delocalized by resonance electron donation either from

Table 3. Susceptibility constants, S, and rd in protonation 
equlibria.a(5d12 = So+p :(5d12 = d12(Z) - d12(H) Sd12 = fF + rdR

NH O PH S CHCH

R 0.92 0.79 0.58 0.76 0.57
S x 102 P 0.92 1.32 1.23 1.07 1.15

AS 0.00 0.53 0.65 0.31 0.58
R 0.48 0.46 0.35 0.45 0.34

rd x 102 P 0.53 0.85 0.79 0.65 0.75
Ard 0.05 0.39 0.44 0.20 0.41

aZ = SCH3 is excluded in the regression.

nn(Y) or from the Z-substituted ring; the former should be 
the preferred electron source being nearer to Ca. The amount 
of cationic charge on Ca will therefore vary in inversely par
allel to the delocalizability of n^(Y); the stronger the delocal
izability of nn(Y), (e.g., Y = NH) the lower is the cationic 
charge on Ca, and conversely the weaker the delocalizability 
of nn(Y), (Y = PH) the stronger is the positive charge on Ca.

It has been shown that an electron donor a-substituent, 
e.g., OCH3, causes a decrease in, or attenuation of, reso
nance electron donation from the Z-substituted benzene ring. 
For example, the value of pZ = -9.3 for the equilibrium for
mation of 1-phenylethyl cation , II, decreases to pZ = -2.2 
for the corresponding reaction with a methoxy group on the

a-carbon, III.7c,21
This reflects that delocalization of positive charge onto the 

oxygen atom of OCH3 in III causes a large decrease in the 
charge density on Ca.7c,d As a result of the competing reso- 
nance,22 there is a large concomitant decrease in the electron 
demand from the Z-substituted ring leading to the greatly 
reduced transmission efficiency (much lower - pZ) of Z-sub- 
stituent effects.

A similar competition for the resonance electron supply to 
the cationic center occurs in the protonated form, P, between 
nn(Y) and the Z substituted ring. As noted above n^(NH) is 
the strongest electron donor so that very weak positive 
charge is left on Ca (the NBO charge is 0.337), whereas 
nn(PH) is the poorest resonance electron donor with the 
highest positive charge on Ca (the NBO charge is 0.378, 
Table 2). The order of decreasing transmission efficiency 
represented by rd and S is O > PH > S > NH, which does not 
agree with that of the cationic charge, C+a, (PH > S > O > 
NH) with one exception of the strongest efficiency for O. 
One can rationalize, therefore, the order of transmission effi
ciency as essentially in the order of cationic charge Ca (C+a) 
but is also influenced by the para-delocalizability with the 
strongest transmission efficiency for Y = O for which the 
para-delocalizability through the ring is the strongest. The 
weaker the total delocalizability of n^(Y), the higher is the 
positive charge left on Ca, and consequently the greater will 
be the electron demand from the Z-substituted ring. But 
since the substituents are at para position, para-delocalizabil
ity through the ring becomes important also in determining 
the transmission efficiency.

We therefore conclude that the transmission efficiency of 
para substituent effects to Ca for P is strongly dependent on 
the cationic charge on Ca (C+a) mixed with the effect of para
delocalizability through the ring (O > PH > S > NH), in con
trast to that of R where the total (ortho and para) delocaliz
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ability prevails, NH > O > S > PH.
Thus for Y = NH the transmission efficiency of substituent 

effects from C5 is the greatest in R but is the lowest in P, 
both of which are originated from the most facile delocaliza
tion of the lone-pair on N among the heteroatoms studied in 
this work leading to the greatest n* occupancy in the optimal 
natural Lewis structures of R and P.

Quite interestingly, the orders of para-delocalizability within 
the ring, NH > S > O > PH, can be reproduced by focussing 
on only the roles of the key bond orbitals involved in the 
transformations of P (C+rtho) into C+ara； the C；ara structures 
are formed from C+rtho by pz(C3)〈今 兀巧 within the ring (兀34 

is formed at the expense of pz(C3) and 兀巧)interaction and 
second-order charge-transfer energies (in kcal mol-1) calcu
lated for the interaction can be arranged in the order of 
NH(C+ara) > S(-209.9) > 0(-197.9) > PH(-148.7). The satis
factory reproduction of the order NH > S > O > PH by con
sidering only the charge-transfer interaction energies of 
pz(C3) with n45 within the ring indicates that the departure 
from the localized Lewis structure is large (vide supra) and 
the interactions between pz(C3) and 兀心 constitute major 
changes involved in such structural transformations.

B. Activation and Reaction Parameters. In this part 
we deal with paramerters representing changes of a quantity 
(Q) on going from the initial, 5MHAs (R), to transition 
states (AQ^ = Q、- Qr) or to the final stationary states, 
P5MHAs (P), (AQo = Qp - Qr ).

B-1. Stabilization Energies. The stabilization energies 
involved in the protonation, AEo = Ep - Er, are summarized 
in Table 4. The stabilization energies, -AEo, decrease in the 
order NH > PH > S > O. Examination of changes in the opti
mal natural Lewis structure on protonation, R — P eq. 5, 
reveals that ni2 is formed while nCo and 处3 are destroyed in 
the process. Accordingly, the AEo values are related to the 
charge transfer stabilization energies, eq. 2, involved in such 
first-neighbor vicinal interactions, eq. 6. The order of EAEct 

calculated from Table S1 is indeed in agreement with that of 
AEo. Moreover, the relative stabilization energies of 瓦AEct 

are approximately of the right order of magnitude of the cor
responding 必Eo values. Satisfactory agreement between 
必 Eo and 5£AEct including Y = NH is again a result of the 
large n* occupancies (vide supra) and suggests that first-

：E 亠 3 (5)

R —» P

Table 4. Relative Stabilization Energies. (Z = H, in kcal mol-1)
AEo = E(P)-E(R) and ZAEct = AEct (nCo t n 23) + AEct 

(兀23 t n co)
NH O PH S CHCH

必Eo -8.9 -0.8 -4.7 -2.5 0.0 (-203.2)
<5EAEct -10.5 -4.3 -5.9 -5.4 0.0 (-32.3)

neighbor vicinal charge transfer interactions between neo 

and &3 constitute the major contribution to the stabilization 
energies. Therefore a rule that an intervening n bond (处3) is 
formed at the expanse of the two interacting first-neighbor 
vicinal n bonds (兀口 o 兀祯)，eq. 7, can be safely applied in 
the NBO analyses of a n conjugation system.

必Eo m 5SAEct = AEct S23 t n*co ) + AEct (neo t n%)
(6)

B-2. Rotational Barriers (AE*) and Energy Differences 
between Rotamers (AE). The rotational barriers (AE*) 
around d12 and energy differences (AE) between the two rot- 
amers are shown in Table 5. As expected from their double 
bond character of d12, the barrier heights, AE*, for the P 
states are much higher (by ca. 3 times) than those for the R 
states.; the s bond over d12 is a second order effect arising 
from the first-neighbor vicinal n t n delocalization in R, 
whereas it is a first order effect constituting the formal Lewis 
structure of P. For both R and P, the barrier to rotation 
increases (PH < S < O < NH) in the order of the decrease in 
the d12 bond length, (PH > S > O > NH). This suggests that 
the largest contribution to the barrier height arises from the 
double bond character of d12, which has to be broken in 
order to allow free rotation. The top of the barrier in all cases 
corresponds to a 90o rotated form from the stable R states. 
The energy difference, AE, between the two stationary 
states, anti and syn, are small.

B-3 Basis Set Dependence of pZ. The Hammett corre
lation, eq. 8, for variation of substituent Z at C5 using the op+

AEo "+
2.3RT P (8)

constant1 yielded various gas-phase pZ values depending on 
the level of computation used as shown in Table 6. For com
parison with experimental values, we have included benzal
dehyde (Y = CHCH). The magnitude of p+z is within the 
range of p+ (-10 to -14) reported for generation of benzylic

Table 5. Rotational Barrier (AE*) and Energy Difference (AE) in 
kcal mol-1

AEr* = AE*R - AEr： AEp* = AE*P - AEp

AE = | Eanti - Esyn |

NH O PH S CHCH
AEr* 15.2 11.2 9.9 10.6 8.5a

AE* AEp* 40.4 33.3 29.3 30.3 21.8
必E* 25.2 22.2 19.4 19.7 13.3
AEr 4.1 1.1 2.2 1.6 0.0

AE AEP 2.8 0.2 2.2 1.5 0.0
必E -1.3 -0.9 0.0 -0.1 0.0

^Experimental values ranging from 7.6 to 7.9 kcal mol-1 are reported in 
various organic solvents : F. A. L. Anet and M. Ahmad, J. Am. Chem. 
Soc., 86 119 (1964) : T. Drakenberg, R. Jost and J. Sommer J. Chem. 
Soc. Chem. Commun., 1011 (1974) : L. Lunazzi, Tetrahedron Lett., 1205 
(1975).
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Table 6. Basis set dependence of pZ

NH O PH S CHCH
AM1 -9.59 -10.51 -11.14 -8.64 -8.58
PM3 -7.98 -9.65 a— -8.60 -7.84

RHF/3-21G* -13.53 -14.22 -13.63 -12.61 -11.00
RHF/6-31G* -12.99 -13.81 -12.71 -12.20 -10.76
MP2/6-31G* -11.01 -11.96 -11.32 -10.52 -10.00

B3LYP/6-31G* -11.54 -12.32 -11.51 -11.10 -10.39
MP4/6-31G* -12.04 -13.02 -12.23 -11.44 -10.61

(-12.5)c (-9.2)c
SCRF//MP2 -8.72 -9.07 -10.30 -7.62 -6.63

/6-31G*' (-2.12)e (-2.0)e
“Unreliable geometries. bZ = SCH3 is excluded. cThe gas-phase values 
estimated by pZ (soln) = 0.17 pz (gas)5e for IV and V. 'Electron 
withdrawing groups are excluded. 'Experimental values in aqueous acid 
solution at 298 K for IV and V.1c

cations in the gas phase and solution.23a,b In contrast, it is 
much greater than the pZ values of -2.12 and -2.17 for the 
protonantion (pKa values) of 5-substituted 2-acetylthio- 
phenes (IV)1c and 4-substituted acetophenones (V)24a 
respectively in aqueous sulfuric acid solution at 298K. How
ever, the former corresponds to p+Z = -12.5 in the gas phase 
when the correlation between the ApKa values in solution 
and in the gas phase is applied (ApKa(soln) = 0.17 - 
ApKa(gas)),5e whereas the experimental gas phase value for 
the latter is pZ = -7.51 based on AG0/2.303RT vs o* plot at 
300 K.24b

Noto et al. found that substitution of C6H5 (resonance sub
stituent constant,1% R = -0.08) for CH3 (R = -0.13) in IV to 
VI causes practically no change in p+Z (= -2.15) in aqueous 
solution.1。However the systems studied in this work have a 
weak electron donor (H; R = 0.0)19b compared to CH3 so that 
the magnitude of pZ values are expected to be decreased 
somewhat due to the “competing resonance” effect dis
cussed above. Therefore we expect that the magnitude of p+Z 

values for Y = S and CHCH to be slightly smaller than 
the corresponding gas phase values for IV (pZ = -12.5) and 
(pZ = -7.5). We note in Table 6 that the pZ values derived 
from correlated energies (MP2, MP4SDQ and B3LYP lev
els) for Y = S (p+Z = -10.5 - -11.4) are smaller than the gas 
phase values for IV. In contrast, the magnitude of the corre
sponding values for Y = CHCH (pZ = -10.0 〜-10.1) is larger 
and inconsistent with this expectation, but is in good agree
ment with the experimental gas phase value of p+Z = -9.2 
based on AG0/2.303RT vs o* plot at 300 K.24b

The magnitude of p+Z is seen to decrease as the level of 
computation is raised from RHF/3-21G* to RHF/6-31G*, 
and to MP2/6-31G*. However, at the MP4SDQ/6-31G* 

level, the magnitude of pZ becomes greater again. This fluc
tuation of the magnitude of pZ suggests that further raising 
of the level of accounting for the electron correlation effect 
should lower the magnitude somewhat from that at the 
MP4SDQ/6-31G* level. This leads us to the DFT (at the 
B3LYP/6-31G* level) pZ values as the reasonably acceptable 
gas-phase values.

Further lowering of the magnitude occurs when solvent 

effect (water) is taken into account using the SCRF method.25 
It has been shown that electron acceptor substituents, Cl, 
CN, NO2 and CHO groups, destabilize cations less than 
would be expected only on the basis of their inductive

effects due to resonance delocalization of the 兀-orbital on 
the electron-acceptor substituents to the cation center.7a,26 We 
found that, in the Hammett plots using the SCRF energies, 
electron acceptors show considerable positive deviations 
from linearity so that we excluded them from the Hammett 
plots. These positive deviations of electron-withdrawing sub
stituents in water are consistent with the experimental obser
vation of the increased 兀-contribution of such substituents in 
solution.7'27 Comparison of the SCRF pZ values for Y = S 
(-7.62) and Y = CHCH (-6.63) with those of IV (-2.12) and 
V (-2.17) in aqueous acid solution indicates that the SCRF 
method gives too large (negative) pZ values. We therefore 
think that the continuum model of accounting for the solvent 
effects on the Hammett p values may not be adequate, and 
specific solvation effects such as hydrogen bonding may be 
important.

Quite surprisingly, semiempirical methods, AM1 and PM3, 
gave substantially lower values which are even lower than 
those at the MP2/6-31G* level. This could be due to the par
tial incorporation of electron correlation effects by using 
empirical parameters in the semiempirical methods. In this 
connection there is an interesting report of a satisfactory 
agreement between the experimental gas phase and AM1 p 
values for the chloride exchanges in the para substituted ben
zyl chlorides when electron-withdrawing groups only are 
considered; both gave the p value of ca. 6.

The trends of changes in p+Z with the heteroatom Y are sim
ilar irrespective of the level of calculations: relatively large 
negative values are obtained for Y = O, and the lowest value 
for Y = CHCH. It should be noted that the p+z value does not 
represent the transmission efficiency of the substituent effects 
(which is a stationary state property, S and rd in Table 3) but 
represents a change in the transmission efficiency (i.e., AS and 
Ard) upon protonation (R — P). However, since the transmis
sion efficiencies, S, are much greater in P than in R (Table 3), 
the magnitude of p+z follows roughly, but not exactly, that of S 
for the P state, (NH < S < PH < O).

Conclusions

The following can be concluded from this study.
(1) The natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis provides 

quantitative as well as qualitative interpretations of the 
effects of the heteroatom Y and substituent Z on various sta
tionary state properties and reaction (and activation) parame
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ters by focussing on the role of the individual n (n*) bonds. 
A rule can be established: An intervening n bond is formed 
(n23)at the expense of the two interacting first-neighbor vic
inal nbonds (ni2〈今沔4).

(2) The transmission of substituent effects in R varies in 
parallel to the delocalizability of n^(Y) which is in the order 
Y = NH > O > S > PH.

(3) The transmission of substituent effects in P is domi
nantly influenced by the amount of cationic charge on Ca 

and the para-delocalizability of the cationic charge on Ca 

through the ring as a result of “competing resoance” 
between n^(Y) and substituent Z.

(4) The transmission efficiency is a stationary state prop
erty (S), while the Hammett constant p is a reaction (or acti
vation) parameter.

(5) The Hammett pZ values decrease as the level of com
putation is raised with further lowering when solvent (water) 
effect is accounted for by the SCRF method. Comparison of 
the SCRF pZ values with the experimental results shows 
inadequacy of accounting for the solvent effects on p by a 
continuum model.

(6) The dominant contributor to the stabilization energies, 
AEo = Ep - Er, is the vicinal n - n interactions between nCo 

and n23. The barriers to rotation around di2 are determined 
by the double bond character of d12.
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